A Cognizant Digital Business Partner

Being Digital Means
Being More Human
The spoils of the digital economy will go to
businesses that focus on people first — and keep
technology in the background. By discerning
customers’ true needs and then using technology
to develop solutions that fulfill them, winning
companies will reap unfair competitive advantage
in the form of more satisfied customers, lower
operational costs and higher profits.

Executive Summary
“One of the things I’ve always found is
that you’ve got to start with the customer
experience and work backwards to the
technology (…) not starting with ‘Let’s sit
down with the engineers and figure out what
awesome technology we have and how are
we going to market that?’”
— Steve Jobs, 1997 1

In the 20 years since the emergence of the commercial Internet, a digital approach to commerce has resulted in
dramatic innovations in how businesses serve their customers, organize themselves and make money. But while
the Internet has introduced many large-scale changes, the broader transition to a digital society is still in its early
days. In fact, the most important digital innovations — systems that think and learn, for example, or fully scaled
Internet of Things applications — are still ahead of us.
For businesses that want to steer themselves toward the digital horizon, the journey will likely not be an easy one.
The number of failed IT projects during the last two decades is countless, and those failures have come with a big
price tag. Five years ago, it was estimated that almost a trillion dollars a year of IT spending was being wasted.2
Worse, the increasing digitization of products and services doesn’t inevitably lead to added value for consumers
and the companies that sell them. Just ask the many employees or customers who have had to live through poorly
designed and implemented IT systems what they think of digitization. Or ask U.S. car buyers; in 2016, technology
for the first time topped the list of causes for customer complaints about their vehicles.3 As cars become more
digitally enabled and connected, they threaten to become less and less valued by consumers.
We believe that future winners in the digital economy will be those that can deliver on one key insight: Put
technology in the background and focus on people first. Executives who are able to discern customers’ true
needs, and then develop technological solutions to meet them, will satisfy consumers, reduce operational costs,
enable higher profits and, as a result, create a more sustainably competitive position in the market.
Putting customers first does not diminish technology’s importance; rather, a deep customer understanding
should help guide the choice of which technologies to incorporate. In short, we believe executives should focus
on three areas:
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•

Get people right. Companies should have a clear, customer-oriented vision for the digital transformation.

•

Get technology right. Companies need to “be” digital, not merely ‘”do” digital.

•

 et the interplay right. Ensure that the two perspectives — a people and a technology focus —
G
co-exist in the same project teams.

Being Digital Means Being More Human

None of these is easy to do well. To truly understand
people, executives should tap into the world of the
humanities and the social sciences, including disciplines
such as anthropology, sociology and philosophy.
And to truly get technology right, executives should
draw heavily on software development and analytics.
But the most important thing managers can do is to
combine these approaches. They must build teams
and organizations that embody the insight that, for
companies to become more digital, they need to
become more human.

Getting People Right:
Developing a Clear, CustomerOriented Vision
The first question executives should ask themselves
when embarking on a digital transformation is not a
technological one but a human one: What difference
do we want to make in the lives of our customers?
We have seen too often how digital transformation
can be derailed when businesses are too focused on
technology for its own sake.

When an organization’s digital strategy is largely a
summary of how it will utilize the many technologies
available, it’s a clear sign the company is overtly
focused on technology rather than putting people
first. For example, the organization might have a “big
data strategy,” an “infrastructure strategy,” a “social
media strategy,” a “mobile strategy” or even a broad
“digital strategy.” Sure, all of these are important, but
they should not be the starting point. CEOs should
be wary of CIOs who come to the discussion of digital
transformation with an á la carte menu of possible
digital dishes. And CIOs, in turn, should be careful not
to present digital opportunities to CEOs in this way.
Instead, executives should start by understanding the
difference their company aims to make in consumers’
lives. This is a deeply non-technological question,
applicable across industries:

•

Automotive: Why do people drive? Automotive
	
companies aiming to make cars more digital
should start by understanding why people drive.
We’ve conducted deep, qualitative studies with
several hundred vehicle owners around the world,
and found that drivers care about many other
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ReD Associates recently conducted a study for a
supermarket chain that illustrates the need to deeply
understand consumer needs before digitizing the
shopping experience (see Quick Take, page 5).
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“make energy simple again.” By having a clear value
proposition, Edison Energy, one of the largest utilities
in the U.S., aims to capture a significant chunk of the
corporate market for energy management solutions;
the value proposition also gives the company a clear
direction for its work on its digital toolbox.
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How One Supermarket Chain Focused
on Understanding Human Needs
Nearly every large supermarket chain in the world
is undergoing some sort of digital transformation.
Typical areas of interest relate to optimizing the point
of service, in-store productivity, in-store service
management, shrink and gamification. Each of these
areas is operationally important, and retail executives
should have a clear perspective on each.
A first step, however, is understanding why and how
people shop for food. What role does shopping for
dinner really play in people’s lives? The results of a
study ReD Associates conducted for a supermarket
chain suggest the answer is not as simple as it first
appears.

The study also revealed that the traditional
assumptions around price vs. quality were superficial.
Study participants didn’t categorize supermarkets as
“discount” or “premium” but instead seemed to be
guided by the mood and experience of the stores.
Some stores projected a mood of efficiency, while
others felt fresh and local, and still others seemed
practical and thrifty, offering good everyday value.
According to these findings, supermarket chains need
to reconsider their vision for serving customers and
fundamentally update their value proposition, well
before embarking on a digital transformation.

A widely held assumption among retail executives is
that consumers are increasingly drawn to discount
stores because they value low prices. Red Associates
learned something different, however, when its team
of social science researchers spent multiple days with
a group of customers, watching as they shopped,
planned and made dinners with their families. While
many executives have a mental model of families
meeting around the dinner table on an ongoing basis,
the actual dinner experience runs very counter to
this. In fact, the research showed that stable family
routines are dissolving, and that families increasingly
struggle to predict what each week will look like.
One of the most telling pieces of data from the study
was the disappearance of the weekday family meal.
Families simply were not eating together at the same
time every day. Many now had three or four different
diets to consider.
This fundamental shift in behavior has dramatically
impacted shopping behavior.
People in the study met were shopping more than
nine times a week on average; in one case, shopping
occurred three times a day. People were not loyal to
specific supermarkets, and generallydid not search
for discounts. Instead, they chose the supermarkets
that fit their need for fast, convenient shopping. After
working all day, the last thing they wanted to do was to
carefully consider different prices at different stores.
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Getting Technology Right:
‘Being’ Digital vs. ‘Doing’ Digital
With a clear customer-centric purpose in place,
powerful ideas will emerge for digital innovations
that will thrive in the marketplace. Companies that do
not implement such ideas in concrete technological
solutions, however, will remain stuck in the pre-digital
era.
The key challenge is “being” vs. merely “doing”
digital. Companies that do digital will launch a series
of discrete initiatives, none of which will significantly
change the business model. For example, sales and
marketing may want to launch a series of apps to
engage customers, while the finance department may
want to reduce costs by optimizing internal processes.
No one, though, will think deeply about how these
initiatives fit together, or how they jointly add value for
customers.
To be digital, on the other hand, is to always think
digital first, and to take a whole-company approach
to digital transformation. It means having a common
language for digital across the organization and
a shared understanding of the goal of the digital
transformation. It typically also means that the digital
transformation is driven by a task force that works
across units.
Further, leading executives don’t start by asking about
the business case for digitizing a process; they assume
there is a digital answer to any business goal, whether
it’s thriving in a challenging market, attracting a new
consumer type, improving the user experience of a
product, rejuvenating a problematic business model,
developing more engaging employment training
initiatives or identifying entirely new revenue streams.
They then analyze whether that is or is not the case
(see Figure 1, next page). (For more on “being digital,”
please read “Making Digital Real and Rewarding,”
Cognizanti Journal, Volume 9, Issue 1, 2016.)
More concretely, companies that are truly digital
have typically recognized, put in place and ensured
collaboration among five critical components of
digital solutions: 7
•	
Data: The capture and use of consumer
information, including user location data, spending
history, social media behavior, device usage.

• Amplifiers: The systems that generate, collect and
manage the data, including smartphones, modems
and cloud servers.
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To be digital
is to always think

digital first,
and to take a

whole-company
approach to digital
transformation.
•	
Interfaces:

The interactions and relationships
between devices, solutions and users, including
apps, websites, dealerships and touchscreen
features.

•	
Algorithms: The software that ascribes meaning
and value to the data, including the code that
identifies which books to recommend on Amazon,
the timing for sending a personalized note of
congratulations for a “personal best” run time from
Nike, or the insight to send a notification when an
old friend has joined Facebook.

•	
Business

logic: The benefits to the business of
the ascribed meaning and value, including the
revenue, margins, penetration and brand metrics.

The difference between doing digital and being digital
may seem subtle, but it has enormous consequences
for how executives run their organizations. While one
drives a culture of digitization, the other influences
a culture of risk aversion, which is detrimental to
digitization.

Get the Interplay Right between
the Human and Technology
Perspectives
Even if a company is able to get the “human” insights
right — and even if it makes the transition to being
digital — the risk of failure increases if the two cancel
each other out. If a strategy arising from a deep
customer understanding is not technologically
feasible, or if the complexity of digital offerings
undermines the customer value proposition, then
the entire investment will be not just expensive and
painful but also fruitless.

Being Digital Means Being More Human

DOING DIGITAL

BEING DIGITAL

Digital initiatives are a core part of the
strategy; digital innovation comes from a
dedicated task force and internal crowdsourcing, fueled by design thinking.

The strategic planning process has been replaced
by continuous innovation processes; roadmaps are
replaced by a strategic compass indicating which
envisioned future scenario is being realized.

Big data platforms become monetized,
and start to affect data-driven decision-making.

Insights-based decision-making is the new way of
working. Customers opt-in on data, which predicts
emerging customer behavior patterns. Products
and services become social.

C-level executives prioritize digital ideas;
existing employees are trained in innovation techniques and participate in
digital initiatives; the hiring strategy
sources the best talent.

Digital is a way of doing business that transcends
traditional functions. Leadership is multidisciplinary; hierarchy is ﬂat; hiring is driven not by
function but by digital success stories.

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

Digital channels are in place; opensourced innovation and mass customization are enabled.

Products are enhanced through sensors; products
and services are continuously innovated and personalized; product experience is enhanced through
social channels.

SYSTEMS &
PROCESSES

All processes are redesigned to align
with a centralized, fully integrated digital strategy led by a C-level executive.

Processes are standardized and operated by business process as-a-service platforms or bots. A
next-generation, modular IT architecture supports
autonomous management of data.

CUSTOMER
TOUCHPOINTS

A seamless connection exists between
customer journeys and back-end pro cesses; the strategy responds to insights
gathered from customers.

Customer autonomy is enabled; customers control
their data and participate in meaningful, personal
lized experiences.

STRATEGY &
INNOVATION

USE OF
INSIGHTS

LEADERSHIP
& CULTURE

Source: Abstracted from “Making Digital Real and Rewarding,” Rob Asen, Ted Shelton and Burkhard
Blechschmidt, Cognizanti journal, Volume 9, Issue 1, 2016.
Figure 1
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Pitfalls on the Journey to Being Digital
For all its successes, the history of digitization is
also one of massive disappointment, in particular
for companies that were not born digital. Failures
include digital projects running over time and over
budget, promised benefits not being realized, and
users and employees feeling deeply frustrated by
failing technologies. As much as 80% of IT projects are
estimated to significantly exceed originally estimated
costs.8
In the early days of digital transformation at industrial
companies, a portion of the failure of digitization
programs could be traced to governance logic.
Inspired by traditional stage-gate governance models,
waterfall development processes were common. A
key problem was that early-phase development teams
tended to over-specify system requirements, which,
in turn, led to elongated development processes and
large cost overruns.

8

As a counter-reaction to the waterfall technique, many
companies have employed different methodologies,
sometimes referred to as the “lean startup approach.”10
The core idea here is that companies should simply
launch a number of initiatives, see which ones do well
after initial tests, and then double down on those.
While useful when the business problem is clearly
defined, the lean methodology can do more harm
than good — especially if used in larger transformation
programs. In one telecom company ReD Associates
worked with, the IT department had asked teams in
the different markets to “simply try something;” that
is, rather than spending too long analyzing needs and
solutions, they were told to launch as many initiatives
as they could and then evaluate them at a later point.
At a strategy workshop ReD Associates helped
facilitate, it became clear there was no shared purpose
across the different initiatives and, thus, nothing to
hold them together. Employees were frustrated about
the lack of a common vision that would provide a
sense of direction for the many initiatives.

Being Digital Means Being More Human

customer right

Truly getting the
will set a clear direction that executives
can use to select the technologies that
are most relevant to fulfill
customer needs. This in turn
will help them get the journey right.

We suggest thinking of the two transitions — getting
people right and being digital — as inevitably happening
in lockstep with one another, encompassing a single
journey. The process may vary depending on the
level of disruption in the industry, the agility of the
organization and its current capabilities. In all cases,
though, organizations can follow three principles to
realize success:

•	
End-to-end

collaboration across disciplines.
With each handover from social scientists to
data scientists to engineers, there is a risk of
losing clear direction. Even at the early stage of
understanding consumers, the company should
strive to develop an understanding of the business
and technological context.

•	
Non-linear

processes. Successful innovation
results in changes to the marketplace, and new
technologies should support new customer
behaviors. A clear customer value proposition
should never be thought of as final; insights, design
and implementation should be continuously
revisited and refined.

•	
A

clear strategy, even when involved with
tactical decision-making. The teams embarking
on this journey will number in the thousands,
and many facilitators of innovation — such as
crowdsourcing and rapid prototyping — can cause
atomistic thinking designed to optimize a siloed
piece of the strategy at the expense of the core
customer value proposition.

In our work with leading companies around the world,
we see quite clearly that being digital comes most
naturally to companies born after the emergence of
the commercial Internet — in other words, companies
that were born digital. For these organizations, digital
solutions are not an active choice but a standard
way of operating. It is the non-digital solutions that
need careful consideration, not the digital ones.
For example, should the company supplement
the company website with a physical call center, or
build physical stores to complement the online sales
channel?
For companies that were born before the digital era,
the transition to being digital is often much more
complicated, as the business model is centered on
pre-digital practices. In these cases, executives need
to resist the temptation to simply do digital, such as
taking a piecemeal approach to digital transformations.
In these cases, the IT organization develops a long list
of initiatives that the company can tackle utilizing
new technologies, and top management sets a course
of simply “trying things out” to see what works. This
approach may work for smaller initiatives but not
for larger-scale transformations (see Quick Take,
previous page).
We believe the best way for such companies to take
full advantage of digital transformation is to go back
to the customer value proposition as described
above. Truly getting the customer right will set a
clear direction that executives can use to select the
technologies that are most relevant to fulfill customer
needs. This in turn will help them get the journey right.
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